
“I am a quali�ed professional opera singer and voice teacher.
I always knew my voice was the means of reaching myself.
Although all meditations had a kind of interior voice calling

me, none of the approaches made me reach myself
as deep and in such depth. I was amazed by how fast

the method works and how effective it is. It brought
me quickly in contact with my subconscious.

From the �rst day onwards, the Soul Voice
has been a long journey of self- discovery

and openness to the experience of life.

®

I am so grateful for the discovery of the
Soul Voice method which is now, for me,

a constant approximation to my soul.”

®

So�a Serra

Life became more subtle and meaningful in
terms of what is precious to preserve and

what is there to watch silently as if in a movie
or theater. So, life after “The Calling” is like a

scale where important issues are put and
only the meaningful ones arise and continue.

‘Our Voice is a soul print

of who we truly are!
This seminar is a guided and structured journey into

revealing more of your potential and authentic self,

through your unique and creative self-expression

Every aspect of your being will be touched as you

become ready for transformation. This is a deep

letting-go process in order for your true power and

inner wisdom to shine and manifest.

The magic power of soul voice sounding will
®

understanding of your life and life patterns.

and through speci�c Soul Voice techniques.
®

The intention of this workshop is to:

guide you into further mastery and

Through a strong group energy you will be guided into

very high frequencies and go through profound

transformations and initiations.

Each participant’s unique path and voice qualities

will be strongly supported and further developed.
being reorganized from this new

that everything around me is

“My cells have gone through
a reprogramming and I feel

perspective with this pioneering
work of Soul Voice . To discover

in practice that we are made of
Sound and Light is of absolute power!”

®

Juliana Terra

“THE CALLING”
Prerequisite is the 2 day Soul Voice Experience.

Note: This seminar is a prerequisite for the Practitioners’
Certi�cation Program, PCP. See for more info.

®

www.soulvoice.net

The voice is one of the most powerful tools available

for the healing of humanity and in signi�cantly

changing consciousness.’

Karina

Through emotional sound release work, breath work &
reprogramming allow yourself to become who you really are.

Access a bigger spectrum of your authentic self-expression
as you eliminate fear & let your playful inner child soar.

Enhance communication and listening skills both in
personal and professional contexts.

Deepen the inner female & the inner male through
creative work, sound therapy & voice healing.

Learn to listen with full presence in your communication
so as to receive clear authentic guidance.

Allow your Soul Voice sounding to teach you to heal
emotional wounds, imbalances & limited beliefs; penetrate
to your deepest core.

®

Learn scanning techniques and inner listening in order to
trust your own sound-scapes and sound healing abilities.

Experience overtone sound healing & telepathic
sounding in order to signi�cantly realign your whole
being & enhance your sound healing potential.

Connect with ancestral patterns and be initiated
into Whale Medicine.

October 3 – 9  Montpellier, France

www.soulvoice.net | Watch our two short videos:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-03JGIOIgWs&t=4s www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_z4VimyDnE|

ORGANISER: Marthe Vertueux, psukhe11@hotmail.frEmail , Phone (33) 6 70 78 82 92

Once registered for the seminar, you will receive more details regarding booking of accommodation.

DATE: VENUE:October 3-9 ‘Le Hameau de L’Etoile’, Montpellier, France www.hameaudeletoile.com

TUITION: 730€ A Deposit of 200€ is required to secure a place in the workshop.
You may choose accommodation options starting at 420€ to 600€+
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